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List of cities in the United Kingdom - Wikipedia This article contains lists of both the largest cities and largest
municipalities in Mexico. See also Note also that Mexico City contains all of the Distrito Federals area, including rural
areas with relatively minor populations. The Distrito Federals List of United States cities by population - Wikipedia
Of these, Okotoks is undertaking a community visioning exercise in which city status is expected to be addressed, while
List of The City (2008 TV series) episodes - Wikipedia Washington is a state located in the Western United States.
According to the 2010 United There are five classes of municipalities in Washington: first class city, second class city,
town, unclassified city, and code city. First class cities are the List of cities in Indonesia - Wikipedia This is a complete
list of the 2,060 towns and cities in Germany (as of January 1, 2017). Only municipalities with independent
administration and that have the Stadtrecht (town or city rights) are included. List of cities in Alberta - Wikipedia The
following tables are the list of cities in India by population. Often cities are bifurcated into List of cities in India by
population . Rank, City, Population (2011) List of city name changes - Wikipedia This is a list of the cities in the
United States that have the largest populations. Cities with a population of 100,000 or more Rank, City, State,
Population (2014) List of cities and towns in Finland - Wikipedia The following is a list of episodes for the American
reality series, The City. From 2008-2010, 35 original episodes of The City aired. List of cities in China - Wikipedia
The following articles contain lists of cities in the United States of America: Lists of populated places in the United
States - Lists of U.S. cities by state List of List of cities in Portugal - Wikipedia The following is a list of towns in
Finland. In the year 1977, the legal difference between towns There is no direct Finnish equivalent to city, but
suurkaupunki, which literally means large town, is used for only a few cities in Finland. Lists of cities in the United
States - Wikipedia The most recently proclaimed city is Tauranga, which became a city, for the second time, List of
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cities and towns in California - Wikipedia Brazil has a high level of urbanization: 82 out of every 100 Brazilians live
in cities. The criteria the largest cities in their respective states, exceptions being Florianopolis (which is the capital and
the second largest city of Santa Catarina state List of cities and towns in Germany - Wikipedia Connecticut is a state
located in Northeastern United States. City incorporation requires a Special Act by the Connecticut General Assembly.
All cities in List of cities proper by population - Wikipedia This is a list of cities and towns in Russia with a
population of over 50,000 as of the 2010 Census. These numbers are the population within the limits of the city/town
proper, Lists of cities by country - Wikipedia This is a list of cities in Pennsylvania, of which there are 57. Cities may
theoretically be Finally, the City of Parker employs a unique (for Pennsylvania cities) form of local government, that of
the weak mayor council form, which is established List of United States cities by population - Simple English
Wikipedia County-level city subordinate to a Prefecture-level city. China Administrative divisions list. List of cities
(all types) List of districts List of prefectures (all types). List of counties (all types). List of township-level divisions.
According to the administrative divisions of China including Hong Kong and Macau, there are Lists of cities Wikipedia The following is a list of the most populous incorporated places of the United States. As defined by the
United States Census Bureau, an incorporated place includes a variety of designations, including city, town, List of
largest cities - Wikipedia The following is my list of City Nicknames, started around 1993. I had collected suggestions
from the newsgroup, and had heard someone on List of municipalities in Massachusetts - Wikipedia This is a list of
lists on the cities of present-day nations, states and dependencies. Countries are .. External links[edit]. 2005 city
population estimates for the world List of largest cities in Brazil - Wikipedia To help property owners choose the
right tree, the City maintains lists of approved street trees based on the width of the planting strip and the
presence/absence List of cities in Pennsylvania - Wikipedia This is a list of cities and towns whose names were
officially changed at one or more points in history. It does not include gradual changes in spelling that took List of cities
in New York - Wikipedia This is a list of official cities in the United Kingdom as of 2015. It lists those places that have
been granted city status by letters patent or royal charter. There are List of cities in Connecticut - Wikipedia This is a
list of cities in Portugal. In Portugal, a city (Portuguese: cidade) is an honorific term given to locations that meet several
criteria, such as having a City nicknames - World Urbanization Prospects, a UN publication, defines population of a
city proper as the population living within List of cities and towns in Russia by population - Wikipedia This list of
the 62 cities in New York State contains all municipalities incorporated as cities and also gives the primary county in
which each city is located. List of cities in Germany by population - Wikipedia Lists of cities: Contents. [hide]. 1
Cities proper 2 Metropolitan areas 3 Urban areas 4 See also See also[edit]. Lists of neighborhoods by city List of towns
List of cities and towns List of cities in Mexico - Wikipedia The following is a list of the most populous cities in
Germany. A German Gro?stadt is defined as a city with more than 100,000 inhabitants. As of December 31, List of
cities in New Zealand - Wikipedia This article lists the most populous cities in the world defined according to a
concept of city proper. A city proper is a locality defined according to legal or political Approved Street Tree Planting
Lists The City of Portland, Oregon Massachusetts is a state located in the Northeastern United States. Minor civil
divisions or Boston, largest city of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. List of cities in Washington - Wikipedia
Balikpapan, the second largest city and the most important city in Kalimantan region. Jayapura, the largest city in Papua
region. This is a list of official cities in Indonesia, by major island or region. Where given in the list
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